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1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that differential equations of the second order in Hilbert spaces play
important role in the qualitative theory of differential equations, probability theory
and stochastic processes. It should be noted some books and papers in this direction
[7] - [1].
As a rule such problems were investigated in the regular case when the correspond-
ing linear problem has unique solution. In the presented paper we consider boundary
value problem for the second order evolution equation in Hilbert spaces (resonance
case). We obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence of solutions
of such problem in the critical (irregular) case when considering linear problem can
have set of solutions not for any right hand sides. Bifurcation conditions of solutions
are obtained in general case.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider the following boundary value problem (BVP)
y00.t;"/CA.t/y.t;"/D "A1.t/y.t;"/Cf .t/; (2.1)
l.y.; "/;y0.; "//T D ˛; (2.2)
where y W J !H is a vector-function y 2C 2.J;H /with values in a Hilbert spaceH ,
J  R, the closed operator-valued function A.t/ acts from J into the dense domain
D DD.A.t// H which is independent from t , l is a linear and bounded operator
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which translates solutions of (2.1) into the Hilbert space H1, A1.t/ is a linear and
bounded operator valued function jjjA1jjj D supt2J jjA1.t/jj <1, ˛ 2H1. In such
a way we consider the case of the so-called abstract hyperbolic equation.
3. LINEAR CASE
At first we find the necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence of solutions
of linear unperturbed nonhomogeneous boundary value problem
y000.t/CA.t/y0.t/D f .t/; l.y0./;y00.//T D ˛: (3.1)
Let x01.t/ D y0.t/, x02.t/ D y00.t/, x0.t/ D .x01.t/;x02.t//T , then we can rewrite
boundary value problem (3.1) in the form of the operator system
x00.t/D B.t/x0.t/Cg.t/; lx0./D ˛; (3.2)
where
B.t/D

0 I
 A.t/ 0

; g.t/D .0;f .t//T : (3.3)
Denote by U.t/ the evolution operator of homogeneous equation:
U 0.t/D B.t/U.t/; U.0/D I:
Then the set of solutions of (3.2) has the form
x0.t;c/D U.t/cC
Z t
0
U.t/U 1./g./d:
Substituting in boundary condition lx0./D ˛ we obtain the following operator equa-
tion
Qc D ˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./d; QD lU./ WH !H1; (3.4)
or in the form
Qc D g1; c 2H (3.5)
where QD lU.;0/; g1 D ˛  l
R 
0U.; /f ./d .
We have three types of solutions of the equation (3.5).
1) Classical generalized solutions.
Consider the case when the set of values ofQ is closed .R.Q/DR.Q//. Then op-
erator equation (3.5) is solvable if and only if the element g1 2R.Q/ orPN.Q/g1D
0 [6]. Here PN.Q/ is the orthoprojector onto the cokernel of the operator Q. The
set of solutions of (3.5) has the form
c DQCg1CPN.Q/c; 8c 2H :
2) Strong generalized solutions.
Consider the case where R.Q/¤ R.Q/ and g1 2 R.Q/. We show that the oper-
ator Q can be extended to the operator Q in such a way that R.Q/ is closed. It gives
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possibility to define the notion of strong generalized solutions and obtain solvability
condition of the corresponding equation in the case R.Q/¤R.Q/.
Since the operator Q is linear and bounded, spacesH andH1 can be represented
in the form of a direct sums of subspaces:
H DN.Q/˚X; H1 DR.Q/˚Y;
where X D N.Q/?, Y D R.Q/?. Let H2 DH=N.Q/ be the quotient space of H
and let P
R.Q/
and PN.Q/ be the orthoprojectors onto R.Q/ and N.Q/, respectively.
Then the operator
QDP
R.Q/
Qj 1p WX !R.Q/R.Q/
is linear, continuous, and injective. Here
p WX !H2;j WH !H2
are continuous bijection and projection, respectively [2]. The triple .H ;H2;j / is
a locally trivial bundle with a typical fiber PN.Q/H . In this case, we can define a
strong generalized solution of the equation
Qc D g1; c 2X: (3.6)
We complete the spaceX by the norm jjxjjX D jjQxjjF [8], where F DR.Q/. Then
the extended operator
Q WX !R.Q/R.Q/
is a homeomorphism of X and R.Q/. By the construction of a strong generalized
solution, the equation
Qc D g1;
has a unique solutionQ
 1
g1, which is called the strong generalized solution of equa-
tion (3.6).
In such a way we obtain an operator Q D QPX W H ! H1 which is normally
resolvable (R.Q/DR.Q/) and has Moore-Penrose pseudoinverseQC,H DN.Q/˚
X . Then the set of strong generalized solutions of the equation (3.5) has the form [6]:
c DQCg1CPN.Q/c;8c 2H :
3) Strong pseudosolutions.
Consider the case when element g1 …R.Q/¤R.Q/. This condition is equivalent
to the followingPN.Q/g1¤ 0. In this case, there are elements c ofH that minimize
the norm jjQc g1jjH :
c DQCg1CPN.Q/c; c 2H :
These elements are called strong pseudosolutions by analogy with [6], [8].
Considered cases give possibility to formulate the following result.
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Theorem 1. 1. a) Boundary value problem (3.1) has strong generalized solutions
if and only if the following condition holds
P
N.Q

/
f˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./dg D 0I (3.7)
if
˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./d 2R.Q/;
then strong generalized solutions are classical;
b) under condition (3.7) the set of solutions has the form
x0.t;c/D U.t/PN.Q/cC .GŒg;˛/.t/; 8c 2H
where PN.Q/;PN.Q/ are the orthoprojectors onto the kernel and cokernel of the
operator Q respectively,
.GŒg;˛/.t/D
Z t
0
U.t/U 1./g./dCQCf˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./dg
is a generalized Green operator of the boundary value problem (3.1);
2. a) Boundary value problem (3.1) has strong pseudosolutions if and only if the
following condition holds
P
N.Q

/
f˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./dg ¤ 0I (3.8)
b) under condition (3.8) the set of strong pseudosolutions has the form
x0.t;c/D U.t/PN.Q/cC .GŒg;˛/.t/; 8c 2H :
4. BIFURCATION CONDITIONS
a) Suppose that condition (3.8) is hold. Our main goal is to obtain conditions for
A1.t/ which guarantee strong generalized solvability of perturbed boundary value
problem
x0.t;"/D B.t/x.t;"/Cg.t/C "B1.t/x.t;"/; (4.1)
lx.; "/D ˛: (4.2)
Here is an operator-valued function B1.t/ has the following form:
B1.t/D

A1.t/ 0
0 A2.t/

; g.t/D .0;f .t//T ; (4.3)
x.t;"/ D .x1.t;"/;x2.t;"//T , x1.t;"/ D y.t;"/;x2.t;"/ D y0.t;"/. We will use the
modification of the well-known Vishik-Lyusternik method [9]. A solution of problem
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(4.1), (4.2) is sought in the form of a segment of the series in powers of the small
parameter ":
x.t;"/D
C1X
iD 1
"ixi .t/D x 1.t/
"
Cx0.t/C "x1.t/C "2x2.t/C :::: (4.4)
Substituting series (4.4) into problem (4.1), (4.2) and equating the coefficients of "k .
For " 1 we obtain the following boundary value problem for finding the coefficient
x 1.t/ of series (4.4):
x0 1.t/D B.t/x 1.t/; (4.5)
lx 1./D 0: (4.6)
Problem (4.5), (4.6) has a family of solutions:
x 1.t;c 1/D U.t/PN.Q/c 1; 8c 1 2H :
An arbitrary element c 1 is determined by the condition for the solvability of the
following linear inhomogeneous boundary value problem for finding the coefficient
x0.t/ in series (4.4):
x00.t/D B.t/x0.t/CB1.t/x 1.t/Cg.t/; (4.7)
lx0./D ˛: (4.8)
A necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the problem (4.7), (4.8) is
given by
P
N.Q

/
f˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./.B1./x 1.;c 1/Cg.//dg D 0:
From this, in view of the form of x 1.t;c 1/, we obtain an operator equation for
c 1 2H :
B0c 1 DPN.Q/f˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./dg; (4.9)
where
B0 DPN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./U./dPN.Q/:
A necessary and sufficient condition of generalized solvability has the following form
P
N.B

0/
P
N.Q

/
f˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./dg D 0: (4.10)
Here P
N.B

0/
;P
N.Q

/
are orthoprojectors onto cokernels of extended adjoint operat-
ors B

0;Q

respectively. Suppose that P
N.B

0/
P
N.Q

/
D 0. Then condition (4.10) is
hold. The solution set of operator equation for c 1 2H has the form
c 1 D c 1CPN.B0/c; 8c 2H ;
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where
c 1 D BC0 PN.Q/f˛  l
Z 
0
U./U 1./g./dg:
In view of the expression for c 1, the homogeneous boundary value problem (4.5),
(4.6) has a  - parameter family of solutions
x 1.t;c/D x 1.t;c 1/CU.t/PN.Q/PN.B0/c; (4.11)
where
x 1.t;c 1/D U.t/PN.Q/c 1:
The general solution of the problem (4.7), (4.8) has the form
x0.t;c0/D U.t/PN.Q/c0CF 1.t/CK 1.t/PN.B0/c;
where
F 1.t/D .GŒgCB1x 1;˛/.t/;K 1.t/D .GŒU;0/.t/PN.Q/;
c0 is an element of the spaceH , which is determined at the next step from the condi-
tion for the solvability of the boundary value problem for finding the coefficient x1.t/
in series (4.4). To determine the coefficient x1.t/ of "1 in series (4.4), we obtain the
following boundary value problem
x01.t/D B.t/x1.t/CB1.t/x0.t;c0/; (4.12)
lx1./D 0: (4.13)
Under condition of solvability
P
N.Q

/
l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./x0.;c0/d D 0;
boundary value problem (4.12), (4.13) has the set of solutions in the form
x1.t;c1/D U.t/PN.Q/c1C .GŒB1UPN.Q/c0CF 1CK 1;0/.t/:
The condition for the solvability of the boundary value problem for the element c0 is
B0c0 D PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./F 1./d  (4.14)
 P
N.Q

/
l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./K 1./dPN.Q/PN.B0/c:
From the condition PN.B0 /PN.Q/ D 0 follows solvability of the equation (4.14)
with the set of solutions in the following form
c0 D BC0 PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./F 1./d 
 BC0 PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./K 1./dPN.Q/PN.B0/cCPN.B0/c;
c0 D c0CD0PN.B0/c; 8c 2H ;
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where
c0 D BC0 PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./F 1./d;
D0 D I  BC0 PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./K 1./dPN.Q/:
Thus, problem (4.7), (4.8) has a -parameter family of solutions:
x0.t;c0/D x0.t;c0/CX0.t/PN.B0/c; 8c 2H ;
where
x0.t;c0/D U.t/PN.Q/c0CF 1.t/;
X0.t/D U.t/PN.Q/D0CK 1.t/:
Then problem (4.12), (4.13) has a  - parameter family of solutions
x1.t;c1/D U.t/PN.Q/c1CF0.t/CK0.t/PN.B0/c;
where
F0.t/D .GŒB1UPN.Q/c0CF 1CK 1;0/.t/;
K0.t/D .GŒB1UPN.Q/D0;0/.t/;
c1 is an element of the Hilbert spaceH , which is determined at the next step from the
condition for the solvability of the boundary value problem for finding the coefficient
x2.t/ in series (4.4). By induction, we can prove that the coefficients xi .t/ in series
(4.4) are determined by solving the boundary value problem
x0i .t/D B.t/xi .t/CB1.t/xi 1.t;ci 1/; (4.15)
lxi ./D 0; (4.16)
which under the same condition of solvabilityPN.B0 /PN.Q/D 0 has a -parameter
family of solutions
xi .t;ci /D xi .t;ci /CX i .t/PN.B0/c; 8c 2H (4.17)
where all the terms are determined by the iterative procedure
xi .t;ci /D U.t/PN.Q/ci CFi 1.t/; (4.18)
X i .t/D U.t/PN.Q/Di CKi 1.t/; (4.19)
Di D I  BC0 PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./Ki 1./dPN.Q/; (4.20)
Fi 1.t/D .GŒB1UPN.Q/ci 1CFi 2CKi 2;0/.t/; (4.21)
Ki 1.t/D .GŒB1UPN.Q/Di 1;0/.t/: (4.22)
The convergence of series (4.4) for sufficiently small fixed " 2 .0;" is proved in
the same manner as in [3]. Thus, the following result for perturbed boundary value
problem (4.1), (4.2) holds.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that for unperturbed boundary value problem (3.2) condition
(3.8) is hold. Under condition
P
N.B

0/
P
N.Q

/
D 0 (4.23)
the perturbed boundary value problem (4.1), (4.2) has a -parameter family of strong
generalized solutions in the form of the convergent series segment
x.t;c/D
C1X
iD 1
"i Œxi .t;ci /CX i .t/PN.B0/c; 8c 2H ;
whose coefficients are given by formulas (4.18)-(4.22).
b) Suppose that condition (3.7) is hold. We obtain the condition onA1.t/ such that
the perturbed boundary value problem
x0.t;"/D B.t/x.t;"/Cg.t/C "B1.t/x.t;"/; (4.24)
lx.; "/D ˛; (4.25)
has strong generalized solutions. As in previous case a solution of problem (4.24),
(4.25) is sought in the form of a segment of the series in powers of the small parameter
":
x.t;"/D
C1X
iD0
"ixi .t/D x0.t/C "x1.t/C "2x2.t/C :::: (4.26)
Substituting series (4.26) into problem (4.24), (4.25) and equating the coefficients of
"k . For "0, we obtain the following boundary value problem for finding the coeffi-
cient x0.t/ of series (4.26):
x00.t/D B.t/x0.t/Cg.t/; (4.27)
lx0./D ˛: (4.28)
Problem (4.27), (4.28) has a family of strong generalized solutions:
x0.t;c0/D U.t/PN.Q/c0C .GŒg;˛/.t/:
An arbitrary element c0 2H is determined by the condition for the solvability of the
following linear inhomogeneous boundary value problem for finding the coefficient
x1.t/ in series (4.26):
x01.t/D B.t/x1.t/CB1.t/x0.t;c0/; (4.29)
lx1./D 0: (4.30)
A necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of problem (4.29), (4.30) is
given by
P
N.Q

/
fl
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./x0.;c0/dg D 0:
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From this, in view of the form of x0.t;c0/, we obtain an operator equation for c0 2H :
B0c0 D PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./.GŒg;˛/./d: (4.31)
Under condition P
N.B

0/
P
N.Q

/
D 0 the equation (4.31) is solvable. The solution
set of operator equation for c0 2H has the form
c0 D c0CPN.B0/c;8c 2H ;
where
c0 D BC0 PN.Q/l
Z 
0
U./U 1./B1./.GŒg;˛/./d:
In view of the expression for c0, the homogeneous boundary value problem (4.27),
(4.28) has a  - parameter family of solutions
x0.t;c/D x0.t;c0/CU.t/PN.Q/PN.B0/c; (4.32)
where
x0.t;c0/D U.t/PN.Q/c0C .GŒg;˛/.t/:
The general solution of problem (4.29), (4.30) has the form
x1.t;c1/D U.t/PN.Q/c1CF0.t/CK0.t/PN.B0/c;
where
F0.t/D .GŒB1x0;0/.t/;K0.t/D .GŒB1UPN.Q/;0/.t/;
c1 is an element of the space H , which is determined at the next step from the con-
dition for the solvability of the boundary value problem for finding the coefficient
x2.t/ in series (4.26). By induction, we can prove that the coefficients xi .t/ in series
(4.26) are determined by solving the boundary value problem
x0i .t/D B.t/xi .t/CB1.t/xi 1.t;ci 1/; (4.33)
lxi ./D 0; (4.34)
which under condition of solvability has a -parameter family of solutions
xi .t;ci /D xi .t;ci /CX i .t/PN.B0/c; 8c 2H (4.35)
where all the terms are determined (as in previous case) by the iterative procedure
(4.18)-(4.22).
The convergence of series (4.26) is proved in the same manner as in [3]. Thus, the
following result holds.
Theorem 3. Suppose that for unperturbed boundary value problem (3.2) condition
(3.7) is hold. Under condition
P
N.B

0/
P
N.Q

/
D 0 (4.36)
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the boundary value problem (4.24), (4.25) has a -parameter family of strong gener-
alized solutions in the form of the convergent series segment
x.t;c/D
C1X
iD0
Œxi .t;ci /CX i .t/PN.B0/c; 8c 2H ;
whose coefficients are given by formulas (4.18)-(4.22).
Remark 1. In the case when g1 2R.Q/DR.Q/ under the same condition we can
obtain classical generalized solutions for the system (4.24), (4.25).
Remark 2. Proposed theory gives possibility to investigate branching of solutions
of boundary value problem (3.1) (see [5], [4]).
5. EXAMPLE
Now we find bifurcation conditions of solutions of periodic boundary value prob-
lem for hyperbolic equation in a separable (for simplicity) Hilbert spaceH :
y00.t;"/CTy.t;"/D "A1.t/y.t;"/Cf .t/; (5.1)
y.0;"/D y.w;"/;y0.0;"/D y0.w;"/; (5.2)
where T is an unbounded operator with compact inverse T  1. Suppose for example
that the operator A1.t/ is diagonal: A1.t/ D diagfai i .t/gi2N . Then there is or-
thonormal basis ei 2H such that y.t/DP1iD1 ci .t/ei , Ty.t/DP1iD1ici .t/ei ;i!1. In that case boundary value problem (5.1), (5.2) is equivalent to the following
countable system of ordinary differential equations:
x0k.t;"/D
p
kyk.t;"/;
y0k.t;"/D 
p
kxk.t;"/C 1p
k
."akk.t/xk.t;"/Cfk.t//; (5.3)
xk.0;"/D xk.w;"/; yk.0;"/D yk.w;"/; (5.4)
where ck.t/D xk.t/;x0k.t/D yk.t/. Consider critical case, when k D 4
2k2
w2
. Sup-
pose that w D 2 . Then k D k2. At first we find conditions of solvability of gener-
ating ("D 0) boundary value problem
x0k.t/D
p
kyk.t/;
y0k.t/D 
p
kxk.t/C 1p
k
fk.t/; (5.5)
xk.0/D xk.w/; yk.0/D yk.w/; (5.6)
It is easy to see, that generating boundary value problem (5.5), (5.6) is solvable if
and only if Z 2
0
sin.k/fk./d D 0; (5.7)
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cos.k/fk./d D 0;k 2N: (5.8)
Under condition (5.7), (5.8) generating boundary value problem (5.5), (5.6) has the
set of periodic solutions in the form
xk.t;c
k
1 ; c
k
2 /
yk.t;c
k
1 ; c
k
2 /

D

coskt sinkt
 sinkt coskt

ck1
ck2

C 1
k
 R t
0
sink.t   /fk./dR t
0
cosk.t   /fk./d

:
Suppose for example that akk.t/D akk ¤ 0 andZ 2
0
sin.k/fk./d ¤ 0; (5.9)Z 2
0
cos.k/fk./d ¤ 0;k 2N: (5.10)
It means that generating boundary value problem hasn’t solutions. Strong generalized
solution of the problem (5.3), (5.4) we find in the form of series by the power of small
parameter ":
x.t;"/D x 1.t/
"
Cx0.t/C "x1.t/C :::: (5.11)
Under " 1 we obtain the following boundary value problem for finding of coefficient
x 1.t/D .xk 1.t/;yk 1.t//Tk2N . For "0 we obtain:
dxk 1.t/
dt
D kyk 1.t/; xk 1.0/D xk 1.2/;
dyk 1.t/
dt
D kxk 1.t/; yk 1.0/D yk 1.2/:
The set of solutions of such problem has the following form
xk 1.t;c 1/D coskt c1k 1C sinkt c2k 1;
yk 1.t;c 1/D sinkt c1k 1C coskt c2k 1:
Any element c 1 D .c1k 1; c2k 1/Tk2N we can find from the condition of solvability of
the following boundary value problem for the coefficient x0.t/D .xk0 .t/;yk0 .t//Tk2N :
dxk0 .t/
dt
D kyk0 .t/; xk0 .0/D xk0 .2/;
dyk0 .t/
dt
D kxk0 .t/C
1
k
akkx
k 1.t;c 1/C
1
k
fk.t/; y
k
0 .0/D yk0 .2/:
The set of solutions xk0 .t/;y
k
0 .t/ of such problem has the following form
xk0 .t;c0/D cosktc1k0 C sinktc2k0 C
1
k
Z t
0
sink.t   /.akkxk 1.;c 1/Cfk.//d;
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yk0 .t;c0/D sinktc1k0 Ccosktc2k0 C
1
k
Z t
0
cosk.t /.akkxk 1.;c 1/Cfk.//d;
if and only if the following system is solvable
B0c 1 D g;
where B0 - is a countable invertible matrix in the form of 22 block matrices:
B0 D block

0  akk
akk 0

k2N
;
g D .
Z 2
0
sin.k/fk./d; 
Z 2
0
cos.k/fk./d/
T
k2N :
It is easy to see that condition (4.23) of the theorem 2 is hold and in this case strong
generalized solution is classical solution.
Then constants c1k 1; c2k 1 have the form:
c1k 1 D
 R 20 coskfk./d
akk
; c2k 1 D
 R 20 sinkfk./d
akk
:
Finally we obtain that
xk0 .t;c0/D cosktc1k0 C sinktc2k0 C
1
k
g1k0 .t/;
where
g1k0 .t/D
Z 2
0
K1.t; /fk./dC
Z t
0
sink.t   /fk./d;
K1.t; /D 1
2k
.kt sink.t   /  sinkt sink/I
yk0 .t;c0/D sinktc1k0 C cosktc2k0 C
1
k
g2k0 .t/;
where
g2k0 .t/D
Z 2
0
K2.t; /fk./dC
Z t
0
cosk.t   /fk./d;
K2.t; /D  1
2k
.kt cosk.t   /C sinkt cosk/:
Any element ci 1 we can determine from the condition of solvability of boundary
value problem for the coefficient xi .t/ under "i of the series (5.11):
dxki .t/
dt
D kyki .t/;xki .0/D xki .2/; (5.12)
dyki .t/
dt
D kxki .t/C
1
k
akkx
k
i 1.t;ci 1/;yki .0/D yki .2/: (5.13)
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The set of solutions has the form
xki .t;ci /D cosktc1ki C sinktc2ki C
1
k
g1ki .t/;
yki .t;ci /D sinktc1ki C cosktc2ki C
1
k
g2ki .t/;
where
g1ki .t/D akk
Z 2
0
K1.t; /g
1k
i 1./d  akk
Z t
0
sink.t   /g1ki 1./d;
g2ki .t/D akk
Z 2
0
K2.t; /g
1k
i 1./dCakk
Z t
0
cosk.t   /g1ki 1./d;
c1ki 1 D 
1

Z 2
0
coskg1ki 1./d;
c2ki 1 D 
1

Z 2
0
sinkg1ki 1./d:
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